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Abstract 

 To understand the gas dynamics in barred spiral galaxies, the potentials of the galactic 
bars and spiral arms must be modeled in a physical way. Past simulations (Sormani et al. 2015, 
2018) did a detailed analysis of gas flows with galactic components as external static potentials. 
However, the external static potential model is not perfect since the star distribution could evolve 

due to its interaction either with itself or the gas components. The goal of this project is to 
implement a live gravitational potential by solving the Boltzmann moment equations and the 
self-gravity of the stars. The previous simulation by Mitchell et al. (2012) has been done in 
cartesian coordinates but boxy structures and spurious spiral arms are observed, which is 

believed to be caused by running a cylindrical problem in a cartesian grid. To improve it, I run 
this problem with cylindrical coordinates. The Boltzmann moment equations were solved by the 

collisionless solver implemented in Athena. The self-gravity was obtained by the logarithmic 
spiral solver introduced by Kalnajs (1971). I generate a stellar disc configuration that is similar to 

the configuration in Mitchell et al (2012). The difference is believed to be caused by different 
choices of grid setup. The disc is unstable at   according to Toomre’s stability 

criteria. Spiral arms and the center bar formations are observed in the unstable region in my 
simulation. Boxy structures and spurious spiral arms are not observed in my simulation. 

However, the center bar and spiral arms get destroyed soon because of star evacuation around the 
center, which is believed to be caused by the limitations of the logarithmic spirals solver. 

1 Introduction 

 Spiral galaxies are a class of galaxy originally described by Edwin Hubble (Hubble 
1936). Most spiral galaxies consist of a flat, rotating disk containing stars, gas and dust, a central 
concentration of stars known as the bulge, and the dark matter. They are named by their spiral 
structures that extend from the center into the galactic disc. The spiral arms are sites of ongoing 
star formation. Barred spiral galaxies are spiral galaxies observed to have an additional 

r < 2000 pc
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component composed of stars in the form of a bar-like structure, extending from the central 
bulge, at the ends of which the spiral arms begin (Mihalas 1968). The stellar galactic bars are a 
consequence of elongated stellar orbits that for specific potential parameters can self-intersect 
(Binney & Tremaine 1987). While the stars as collisionless “fluid” are not affected in self-
intersecting orbits, gas as a collisional fluid will suffer compression and angular momentum loss. 
It is this angular momentum loss that is believed to lead to a steady mass supply for star 
formation activity in the Galactic center. Thus it is important to understand the gas dynamics of 
barred spiral galaxies. Previous works to study the gas flow in barred spiral galaxies assumed the 
gas is a fluid governed by the Euler equations. Then hydrodynamical simulations were run in an 
externally imposed, rigidly rotating barred potentials, e.g. Sormani et al. (2015, 2018) and Dupuy 
et al. (2019). However, the potential of the stars does evolve in reality, the effect could be minor 
though. The goal of this paper is to improve previous models and implement a live, collisionless 
stellar component to replace the rigid external potential.  
 The previous simulation has been done by Mitchell et al. (2012), they set up a self-
gravitating, rotating disc and run the simulation with cartesian coordinates. However, boxy 
structures and spurious spiral arms are observed. 

 

 Figure 1 shows the simulation result by Mitchell et al. (2012). The stellar disc which is 
supposed to be a circular disk appears boxy in the first plot (t=190 Myr). Besides, it shows a 
tendency to generate 4 spiral arms at the beginning and end up with 2 spiral arms. This is a 
typical phenomenon believed to be caused by running a cylindrical problem with cartesian 
coordinates. This problem is expected to be fixed by either increasing the resolution or running it 
with cylindrical coordinates. However 
 I run this simulation with cylindrical coordinates to see if this problem can be solved. 
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Figure 1. Disc images showing the growth a two-armed spiral pattern over time. The colormap 
shows the surface density in unit of  (Mitchell et al. 2012). M⊙ pc−2



 To generate the galactic bar and spiral arms, I followed the method adopted by Mitchell 
et al. (2012). I set up a self-gravitating rotating stellar disc that is on its rotating equilibria and 
then introduce an axisymmetric perturbation to the disc. Conventionally, such a system with 
collisionless components only could be solved by the N-body method which is fast, memory-
efficient and relatively simple to implement. However, when extending the simulation to include 
the gas component which is collisional, this technique has a series of significant scientific and 
technical limitations (Mitchell et al. 2012). These include spurious entropy generation due to 
discreteness effect, poor loading balancing and increased communication overhead which spoil 
the excellent scaling in massively parallel grid code. As an alternative to the N-body method, 
Mitchell et al. 2012 propose the use of the collisionless Boltzmann moment equations as a means 
to model the collisionless material as a fluid. This collisionless solver overcomes most of the 
limitations the N-body method has while slightly increases the computational time. Thus I used 
this method to generate my collisionless stellar component. I set up a rotating stellar disc and run 
a simulation to generate a galactic bar and two spiral arms from the disc. My result will be useful 
to understand the gas dynamics if the gas component is included in future research.  

2 Method 

 The behavior of the stars is governed by both the collisionless Boltzmann equation and 
the stellar self-gravity. In Sec 2.1, I briefly discuss Athena code. In Sec 2.2, I discuss how the 
collisionless Boltzmann moment equations are used to module the fluid and how they are turned 
to a Riemann problem which is ready to solve by Athena. In Sec. 2.3, we discuss how self-
gravity solver is implemented via the logarithmic spirals method.  
  

2.1 The Athena code 
  
 I use the grid-based fluid dynamics code Athena (Stone et al. 2008) to solve the 
collisionless problem. Athena has multiple Riemann solvers available to solve the collisionless 
Boltzmann equation. In my simulation, I used the HLLE Riemann solver which is an 
approximate solution to the Riemann problem developed by Einfeldt (1988). It was implemented 
in Athena by John Dupuy and Fabian Heitsch. A 2D cylindrical log-grid is used for this problem.  

2.1.1 Cylindrical Logarithmic Grid Setup 

 The cylindrical logarithmic grid has constant logarithmic spacings on radial direction 
while constant regular spacing on azimuthal direction. It has higher resolution around the center 
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while lower resolution at the edge. That is particularly useful if the dynamics is more interesting 
around the center while trivial around the edge. Besides, to solve for the stars self-gravity, the 
logarithmic spirals method also requires the grid setup has constant logarithmic spacings, which 
will be discussed later. 
 The logarithmic grid can be constructed by specifying the minimal and maximum radii of 
the domain (  and  ). If we set the radius of the first cell as   and the last cell as  . 
Then the constant logarithmic spacing   can be calculated, 

             (1) 

where   is the total number of cells on radial direction. Then the radius of the   cell is given by, 
     
        .     (2) 

 

Figure 2 shows a comparison of log-grid and linear grid. The log-grid (left) is denser on radial 
direction at the center while the linear grid is uniform on radial direction over the domain. 

For the logarithmic grid, the inner radius must be non-zero. However, I can choose a 
  to get a better approximation of 0. 

rmin rmax rmin rmax
d xlog

d xlog =
log(rmax) − log(rmin)

nr − 1

nr ith

ri = exp[log(rmin) + i ⋅ d xlog]

0 < rmin ≪ 1
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Figure 2. Comparison of log-spaced grid and linear spaced grid. The log-
grid (left) is denser on radial direction at the center while the linear grid is 
uniform (Snavely 2005). 



2.2 Boltzmann Moment Equations 
  
 Using the Boltzmann moment equations to model collisionless galactic fluids was 
proposed by Mitchell et al. 2012. First, they referred to the collisionless Boltzmann equation for 
the distribution function of particles in the six-dimensional position-velocity phase space 
  

          (3) 

where   is the acceleration due to gravity and curvilinear terms. The direct solution of 
equation (3) is possible but extremely expensive (Mitchell et al. 2012). To simplify this problem, 
the standard procedure is to take the first three velocity moments of equation (3). If we multiple 
equation (3) by   and integrated it over the velocity space  , 

       .  (4) 

If we define the volume density as  , equation (4) reduces to, 

      .     (5) 

which is the zeroth moment equation.  
 Similarly, if we multiple equation (3) by   and   respectively and then integrate them 
over the volume  , we obtained the first and second moment equations. 

    ,    (6) 

  ,    (7) 

where we define the mean velocity as   and velocity dispersion as 

 . The right hand sides are the source terms due to self-gravity. 

Here,    is the energy tensor and   is the pressure tensor. The usual heat-
flux approximation is used and the third-moment equation is set to zero, 
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 . This approximation is valid when the typical 

relaxation time of the stars   is much greater than the dynamical time  , 

  (Mitchell et al. 2012). That is when the velocity of the stars is much greater 

than the velocity dispersion.  
 If we neglect the gravity terms in Boltzmann moment equations (BME), they can be 
written in a more compact form, 

           (8) 

where   and 
 . This is a flux-
conservation problem which can be solved by the HLLE Riemann solver. Detailed justification 
and derivation are discussed in Mitchell et al. 2012. 
 It is worth noticing that the Boltzmann moment equations is closely related to the 
classical hydrodynamics equations (CHE). Equation (5) and (6) are the Jeans equations (Binney 
& Tremaine 1987). The CHE are derived by assuming a diagonal and isotropic form of the stress 
tensor   and introducing the gas pressure   and internal energy per unit volume 
  (Mitchell et al. 2012). 

2.3 Logarithmic Spiral Method for Self-Gravity in Cylindrical Coordinates 
  
 In cartesian coordinates, the potential of a mass distribution can be obtained from the 
Poisson equation, 

        ,    (9) 

where   is the density distribution and   is the potential. The Poisson equation can be efficiently 
solved via the FFT method or the Multi-grid method (Numerical Recipes 2007). However, it fails 
in cylindrical coordinates because the components of the distance do not separate to allow 
directly split the FFTs. Thus, Kalnajs (1971) proposes the logarithmic spirals method to solve the 
self-gravity in cylindrical coordinates.  

Kalnajs start with the potential due to a general surface density distribution ( ) by 
direct summation. If   is a given point in a thin disk and  is any other 
point, then   is given by the integral (Binney & Tremaine 2008), 

Qijk = ρ−1 ∫ f (vi − ui)(vj − uj)(vk − uk) d3 ⃗v = 0

τrel = L /σ τdy = L / |u |
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=

|u |
σ

≫ 1
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∂F(U)
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= 0
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ii

∇2Φ = 4πGρ

ρ Φ

Σ(R)
x′ = (R′ , ϕ′ ,0) x = (R, ϕ, z)

Φ(x)
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 , (10)

        .   (11)

The R and   in Equation (10) can be separated if we define a new radial coordinate,  , 
and introduce the reduced potential V and the reduced surface density S by    

   ,            (12)

    .          (13)

then substitute (12) and (13) into equation (11), 

         ,         (14)

where,  

  .                       (15)

  has a constant spacing due to the logarithmic spacing of R. That allows Equation (14) 
and the reduce surface density ti be solved via Fourier integral and Fourier transform (see Binney 
& Tremaine 2008). According to Binney & Tremaine 2008, the solution is: 

For any surface density distribution,

 ,                      (16)

we have the potential,
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∞
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      ,                      (17) 

  

where   is the Fourier transform of the reduced surface density, 

      ,                     (18)

and, 

    .          (19) 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the expanded domain and original domain under FFT. 
Spurious potential will be generated in the unexanded domain (top), but not in the 
expanded domain (bottom).



In practice, I use the fast Fourier transform method (FFT) to handle equation (16) and 
(18), which assumes the data are periodic, so we have to expand our domain by 2 times. That 
avoids spurious potential to be generated at the outer edge of the domain (See Figure 3). 

 FFT assumes the density data is periodic after   and potential will be generated in the 
yellow area due to the falsely assumed density (top graph of Figure 3). That will not happen in 
an expanded domain (bottom graph of Figure 3). 

3 TEST 

 In this section, I present the results of two test problems to check the reliability of our 
codes. I check the collisionless HLLE solver by solving the Sod shock tube problem. The result 
is compared with the results in Mitchell et al. 2012. I check the self-gravity solver by solving the 
potential of the Kuzmin disk and compare the result with the analytic solution. 

3.1 Sod tube problem 

 The Sod shock tube test is a common test for the accuracy of computational fluid codes. 
The test consists of a one-dimensional Riemann problem with the following parameters, for left 
and right states of an ideal gas.  

     
    (20) 

3.1.1 1D Setup  

 The computational domain ranges from -0.5 to 0.5 with 200 support points. The density   
is set to 1.0 and the stress tensor   is set to 1.0 on the first half of the domain [-0.5, 0]. 
The density   is set to 0.125 and the stress tensor   is set to 0.1 on the second half of 
the domain [0, 0.5]. The initial velocity is set to zero. 

rmax

ρ
PL = ρσ2

xx
ρ PR = ρσ2

xx
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3.1.2 Result 

 The result is presented in Figure 4. The three plots on the top panel is my result and the 
plots at the bottom is the result from Mitchell et al. 2012. The agreement of my result and the 
reference result indicates that our solver is reliable. 

3.2 Plummer-Kuzmin Disk 

 The Plummer-Kuzmin disk was introduced by Kuzmin (1956), but it is often referred to 
as “Toomre’s model 1” (Binney & Tremaine 1987). It is a axisymmetric thin disk with the 
following surface density distribution  , 

      .           (21) 

where R is the distance from the disc center and has a computational unit, M is the mass 
parameter, and   is a parameter that has the same unit as R. M and   are chosen to be unity for 
simplicity. 
 The analytic solution of its potential   is available in Binney & Tremaine (1987), 

ΣK

ΣK(R) =
a M

2π (R2 + a2)
3
2

a a

ΦM
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Figure 4. Comparison of the Sod tube result. The picture at the bottom is the result of 
Mitchell et al. 2012. The picture on top is my result.



 

 .          (22)

 To set up the test, I use a 2D cylindrical domain with the radius   ranges from 0.1 to 20. 
The gravitational constant G is set to unity for the test purpose. The simulation result is presented 
in Figure 5. 

The numerical solution agrees with the analytical solution except around the origin. This error is 
caused by setting the lower bound of   to a non-zero number. The integral over   in equation 
(10) is evaluated from 0 to infinity, but as we discussed in Sec 2.1.1 the logarithmic grid setup 
does not allow a choice of  . This dilemma leads to the error at the center. However, the 
error is trivial and can be further minimized by choosing a smaller inner radius of the domain. 

  

 

 

 

4 Initial Setup of the Stellar Disc 

 In this section, I discuss how the gravitationally unstable stellar disc is constructed as the 
initial setup. This disc is self-gravitating and rotating. The equilibrium is achieved when the self-
gravity balance the rotation. The surface density distribution   and its rotation curve   are 
obtained by solving the steady-state momentum equation. The stability is examined by Toomre’s 
stability criteria. The stability analysis of a thin stellar disc to a local axisymmetric perturbation 
states that the disc is gravitationally unstable if (Toomre 1964)  

                      ,                                 (23)                                           

ΦM(R) = −
GM

R2 + a2

r

r R

r = 0

Σ vϕ

QT =
σrrκ

3.36Gρ
< 1.0
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Figure 5. Numerical (blue dot) and analytic (red dash) solutions of the Kuzmin potentials.



           
where   = 40 km/s is the radial stellar velocity dispersion,   is the epicycle frequency.  
The epicycle frequency is related to the radial coordinate   and the angular frequency   of the 
fluid parcel by (Binney & Tremaine 1987) 

      .                                  (24) 

  
4.1 Steady-State Momentum Equation 

	 The initial goal is to construct a self-gravitating disk in rotational equilibrium. I adopted 
the same model used in Mitchell et al. (2012). The model consists of a rotating stellar disc placed 
in a fixed dark matter (DM) halo. The density distribution   could be obtained by solving the 
steady-state momentum equation. In this model, the resulting steady-state momentum equation 
has the following form. 

                        ,                  (25) 

where   is the analogous gas pressure of the stars,   is the stars velocity, and   and   
are the gravitational accelerations due to the stars and DM halo (Vorobyov et al. 2012). The   
could be calculated by solving the potential   via the logarithmic spiral method and taking the 
negative gradient of the potential  . The   is fixed due to our fixed DM halo which 
will also be discussed later.  
 To solve equation (25), I expand it in cylindrical coordinates (r,  , z). In my model, I 
assume an axial symmetric and infinitely thin stellar system, so the azimuthal and z dependences 
both reduce to zero. 

    ,                        (26)

where   and   are the radial gravitational accelerations due to the stars self-gravity and DM 
halo gravity, respectively (Vorobyov et al. 2012). I assume a constant radial stellar velocity 
dispersion  . 
 To solve equation (5), we still need the rotation curve  . I assume part of the support 
against gravity comes from rotation and set   where   is a parameter from 0 to 1.   
represents the disk is totally supported by rotation. The resulting expression of the rotation curve 
is  

σrr κ
r Ω

κ2(R) = R
dΩ2

d R
+ 4Ω2

Σ

1
ρ

∇P + (v ⋅ ∇)v = gs + gh

P = Σσ2
rr v gs gh

gs
Φ

gs = − ∇Φ gh

ϕ

σ2
rr

dlnΣ
dr

=
v2

ϕ

r
+ gs,r + gh,r

gs,r gh,r

σrr
vϕ

vϕ = α vcir α α = 1
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     .          (27)   

     
In this test, we choose   consistent with Vorobyov et al. (2012). 
 Equation (26) is discretized using a first-order backward-difference scheme on radial 
direction with 512 grid points (Vorobyov et al. 2012). Figure 6 sketches out the computational 
mesh employed to discretize equation (26). The active zones are outlined with the solid lines, 
while the ghost zone (representing the reflecting boundary conditions along the r-axes) is marked 
with the dashed lines. The active/ghost zone centers are denoted with filled/open circles. 

 

The discretized steady-state momentum equation is shown blow.

     .                   (28)

The innermost grid cell highlighted with a back slash palette referee to the seed value of 
the stars surface density  . The data in this cell is not updated according to equation (28).

4.2 Dark Matter Halo Setup 

 To model the DM halo, I adopted the quasi-isothermal sphere used in Mitchell et al. 
(2012), 

vϕ = α [r ( gh,r + gs,r )]
1/2

α = 0.9

lnΣi − lnΣi−1

Δri
=

1
σ2

rr

vi− 1
2

ϕ

ri− 1
2

+ gi− 1
2

s,r + gi− 1
2

h,r

Σseed
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Figure 6. Computational domain in the radial direction showing active and ghost grid zones 
with solid and dashed lines, respectively. The zone centers are marked with filled/open circles 
for active/ghost zones. The arrows indicate the backward finite-difference scheme used to 
discretize spatial derivatives. The innermost grid cell highlighted with a backslash palette 
refers to the seed value of the stars surface density  .  ρseed



      ,           (29)     

where the central density   and the characteristic scale length   of the quasi-isothermal halo is 
obtained with the following relations (e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Silich & Tenorio-Tagle 
2001),   

     ,             (30)  

                   (31) 

where H is set to 0.65 kpc consistent with the work of Mac Low & Ferrara (1999) and  Vorobyov 
et al. (2012). 
 In our simulation, the mass of DM halo is   in agreement with the 
choice of Mitchell et al. (2012). The resulting central density and characteristic scale length are 
  and  . 
 The gravitational acceleration of the quasi-isothermal halo can be written as (Vorobyov et 
al. 2012) 

                      (32) 

4.3 Numerical Method of the Equilibrium State 

 Solving equations (27) (28) to obtain the configuration of the stellar disc requires an 
iteration method which is illustrated by Figure 7 (Vorobyov et al. 2012). 
 (I) I choose an initial guess   for the surface density of the stars and obtain the 
corresponding rotation curve   by solving equation (27) and the stellar self-gravity via 1D 
logarithmic spiral method discussed above. (II) Then I obtain the updated density   by solving 
equation (28) via the backward difference scheme. (III) I check the convergence by comparing 
the difference of   and  . If the error is within our tolerance, I adopt   and   as our solution. 
Otherwise, we set   and go through a new iteration. In our test, the initial guess is 
uniform density distribution. 

ΣDM =
Σ0

1 + r /r0

Σ0 r0

r0 = 0.98 × 10−5 ( MDM

M⊙ )
1/2

H1/2 kpc

Σ0 = 6.3 × 1010 ( MDM

M⊙ )
−1/3

H−1/3M⊙ kpc−3

MDM = 2 × 1011M⊙

Σ0 = 1.24 × 10−2M⊙ pc−3 r0 = 3.2 kpc

gh = − 4πGρ0r3
0 /r2[r /r0 − arctan(r /r0)] ̂r

Σinit
vϕ,init

Σ

Σinit Σ Σ vϕ
Σinit = Σ
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4.3 Perturbation 

 A perturbation in the   direction is imposed on density to generate the bar and the spiral 
arms.  

     ,    (33) 

where   is the density of the rotating disc generated by the scheme in section 4.3,   is 
the density that I actually use for the simulation.   is the perturbation parameter and is chosen to 
be 0.1.   is the mode of the perturbation. Since two spiral arms are expected, m is set to 2. 

ϕ

Σ*(r, ϕ) = (1 + β ⋅ sin(mϕ)) ⋅ Σ(r)

Σ(r) Σ*(r, ϕ)
β

m
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the iterative solution procedure to calculate rotating, 
self-gravitating gaseous equilibria in DM halos. (Vorobyov et al. 2012) 



4.4 Parameters 

 The simulation is run in cylindrical coordinates with the radius ranges from   
and  . Logarithmic grid is used. The azimuthal coordinate   is from 0 to  . The 
central density is set as   consistent with Mitchell et al. 2012.  

4.5 Boundary Conditions 

	 In the azimuthal direction, the periodic boundary conditions are used. In the radial 
direction, the boundary condition at the inner radius   is chosen to be reflecting so that no 
mass lost happens at the center. The boundary condition at the outer radius   is chosen to be 
outflow where gas can freely escape the simulated region, after which it is lost forever.  

5 Result 

 The result part presents both the result of the stellar disc initialization and its time 
evolution. However, the time evolution simulation is not finished yet. This part will be added as 
soon as the simulation is ready.  

5.1 Initialization Result 

 Figure 8 presents the comparison of initialization results of Mitchell et al. 2012 and mine.  
 From the plots, the stellar disc is globally unstable ( ) except at the center. This 
instability provides a base for the formation of galactic bar and spiral arms. The rotation curve is 
not linear indicating that the angular speed of this stellar disc is not constant on the radial 
direction. Thus, it is expected to observe shears on the disc. The stellar density is concentrated at 
the center and decays fast after  . That is similar to the galactic bulge observed in 
most barred serial galaxy. 
 Our results look similar but not same. First, the   goes to infinity at the center in our 
plot. This is caused by not setting the inner radius to zero as we discussed in Sec 3.2. Mitchell et 
al. 2012 does not have this problem because their simulation is down in cartesian coordinates and 
the radius sampling is not logarithmic. Second, The rotation curve of Mitchell et al. 2012 is flat 
at the end but our rotation curve has a bump up at the tail. Since the difference is small, it might 
be due to the use of different coordinates. 

rmin = 1 pc
rmax = 15000 pc ϕ 2π

Σcentral = 650 M⊙ /pc2

rmin
rout

QT < 1

r > 2000 pc

QT
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5.2 Simulation Result  

 Figure 9 shows the rotating disc at the beginning of my simulation when t=5 mega year 
(Myr). The plot at the left shows the surface density in   and the plot at the right shows 
the Toomre-Q parameter  . It has   marked red and  marked blue. Agree with 

M⊙ pc−2

QT QT > 1 QT < 1
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Figure 8. Initial radial distributions of the 
rotation velocity (solid line), stellar surface density (dashed line) and Toomre Q-parameter (dash–dotted 
line) of the model disc. Left plots is due to Mitchell et al (2012). Right plots is mine. 

Figure 9. Density plot and Qt plot at t=5.0 



Figure 8,  the disc is unstable when  . The linear graph of   agrees with the   plot 
in Figure 8. 
 Figure 10 and Figure 11 presents the growth of the center bar and the spiral arms over 
time.  

r < 2000 pc QT QT
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the bar and the spiral arms. Snapshots of the surface density at 25 Myr, 35Myr 
and 38Myr are presented. The corresponding Toomre-Q parameter is also presented.



 The bar formation is observed at 25 Meg year (Myr). The bar obtains its shape at 35 Myr, 
and the spiral arms start to form at the same time. Spiral structures are mostly visible at 38 Myr. 
The corresponding   decreases as the bar and spiral arms are developing. A red spiral at the 
center in the   plot, which indicates the bar and the spiral arms are stable. The system is 
evolving to a stabler state as the bar and spiral structures are developing.  
 However, the bar and spiral structures do not stay in my simulation. They start to lose 
mass as they grow. At 45 Myr, the spiral structures get larger but it starts to lose mass. The 
unstable region increases according to the   plot. The bar and spiral structures are destroyed at 
59 Myr with an increase in unstable areas.  
 The destruction of spiral arms and the bar is believed to be caused by stars evacuation 
from the center to the edge. That is because the spiral arms and the bar maintain their shape 
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the bar and the spiral arms. Snapshots of the surface density at 
45Myr, 50Myr, and 59Myr are presented. The corresponding Toomre-Q parameter is also 
presented.



while losing their mass. Figure 12 shows the surface density at 200 Myr. A hole is generated at 
the center due to star evacuation. 

 

6 Conclusion and Discussion 

 Mathematical derivation shows collisionless fluid dynamics problems can be solved as a 
Riemann problem via collisionless Boltzmann moment equations (Mitchell et al. 2012). I test its 
applicability by running the 1D Sod shock tube problem. The agreement of my result with the 
reference indicates the collisionless solver in Athena (Stone et al. 2008) is capable of stellar 
dynamics modeling. To solve the self-gravity problem in cylindrical coordinates, I introduce the 
logarithmic spiral method by Kalnajs (1971). I test its reliability by solving the 2D Plummer-
Kuzmin disk potential. The numerical result disagrees with the analytic result at the center of the 
disk. This is due to not setting the inner radius 0.   is not allowed in the logarithmic grid I 
am using, which is a significant drawback of this setup. However, higher accuracy can be 
achieved by setting  .  
 With the same parameter setup, I generate a similar initial configuration of the stellar disc 
model as Mitchell et al. 2012 do. The cause of the difference is believed to be the use of different 
grid setup.  
 Periodic azimuthal perturbation is introduced to the disc to generate the bar and the spiral 
arms. In the simulation, the bar and the spiral arms are observed from 25 Myr to 60 Myr. They 
are most visible at around 38 Myr but start to fade away from then on. The formation of the bar 
and spiral arms increases the stability of the disc. The disc starts to get stabler when the bar and 
spiral arms are forming while getting less stable when the bar and spiral arms fade away. The 
destruction of the bar and the spiral arms is believed to be caused by stars evacuation from the 

r = 0

0 < r ≪ 1
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Figure 12. The hole resulted by stars evacuation at 200Myr



center to the edge. This evacuation is not expected nor happens in Mitchell et al. 2012. One 
hypothesis is that the numerical errors at the center of our initial rotating disc configuration cause 
the evacuation.  
Since the logarithmic spirals solver fails at the center, the density and the orbital velocity of the 
stars at the center are not accurate. The self-gravity does not balance the orbital velocity so the 
stars evacuate.  
 This problem might be fixed by choosing a smaller inner radius and greater resolution. 
However, this significantly increases the computational time. I am not able to fix this problem at 
this moment. More work has to be done. 
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